Biliteracy
Supplemental Suite

Research-backed, authentic Spanish and English language development solutions for PreK–5 dual language programs
Bilingual Benefits for Today, Tomorrow, and a Lifetime of Learning

The benefits of a bilingual education include:

- Increased student achievement
- Enhanced focus on relevant and important Information
- Improved working memory
- Better communication

Research shows that bilingualism significantly improves executive functioning (concentration, problem-solving, etc.) — a key contributor to academic success. Beyond academics, the cognitive impact of acquiring two or more languages is a key predictor of long-term health and well-being.

Dual-language students perform as well or better than their peers in English-only classrooms on standardized tests across content areas.*

*Source: RAND Corporation: Dual-Language Immersion Programs Raise Student Achievement in English
Utilize the power of cross-linguistic transfer
Science of Reading research shows that students need to build strong language-comprehension skills in tandem with word-recognition to become skillful readers. Our solutions give students direct, explicit, and systematic instruction and practice in all areas of language and literacy to improve academic outcomes in English and Spanish.

With Imagine Learning’s suite of biliteracy solutions, students:

- Develop cultural competency as they see themselves and others reflected in a diverse cast of characters
- Gain confidence in their language skills with strategic scaffolding and personalized instruction
- Celebrate diversity through authentic instruction
- The average number of hours students need to spend in Imagine Español in a school year to show significant increases in performance.
- The percentage by which bilingual learners using Imagine Language & Literacy outperformed their non-participating peers on the WIDA ACCESS 2.0.
Advance literacy skills and language development with engaging, adaptive instruction

Imagine Language & Literacy® provides instruction and practice in all components of literacy in context. Personalized learning sequences adjust dynamically to maximize engagement and progress, accelerating to match a cognitive leap or adjusting when a student needs additional scaffolding.

- Evidence-based and aligned to the Science of Reading with explicit and systematic instruction of literacy skills
- Reach every learner through whole-group, small-group, or one-on-one instruction
- Video game platform increases engagement and seeing progress gives students ownership of their learning

//CODiE// 2022 SIIA CODIE WINNER //CODiE// 2021 SIIA CODIE WINNER

Best Solution for English as a Second Language
Best Foundational English Language Arts Solution

Save time with automatic oral reading fluency scoring from Fluent Reader+ powered by SoapBox Labs.
Accelerate Spanish language and literacy development with culturally relevant, authentic instruction

Imagine Español® builds Spanish language and literacy skills with personalized, adaptive learning. Engaging, culturally diverse, and relevant content respects and reflects the uniqueness of the Spanish language and the rich, colorful heritage of its speakers.

- Adaptive learning pathways adjust based on recent performance and periodic interim checkpoints to determine when to add instruction, remediate, or accelerate.
- Build cultural competency with authentic texts and culturally rich activities with narrators from 14 Spanish-speaking countries.
- Explicit and systematic instruction and practice strengthens phonological awareness, phonetic knowledge, spelling, comprehension, and writing skills.

Also available with the Suite

Paint a comprehensive picture of student achievement with time-saving assessments

ELA and SLA benchmarks assess students’ grade-level skills up to three times per year. This flexible assessment system empowers educators with the information needed to ensure students receive the appropriate support.

- Aligned to state-specific grade-level standards for ELA and the national college and career standards for SLA.
- Easy-to-understand dashboard with actionable insights.
- Backed by Item Response Theory to precisely measure learning gains.
Implementation Models that Maximize Learning — and Time

Find time to accelerate Spanish and English language development in any schedule with just 20 minutes a day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language &amp; literacy</td>
<td>español</td>
<td>language &amp; literacy</td>
<td>español</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**During English Time**

*Imagine Language & Literacy* 20 minutes, 2x per week
Explicit instruction and game-like practice on skills such as:
- ✔ Phonemic awareness
- ✔ Vocabulary
- ✔ Oral language development

**During Spanish Time**

*Imagine Español* 20 minutes, 2x per week
Standards-aligned (and fun!) focus on skills such as:
- ✔ Phonics
- ✔ Fluency
- ✔ Comprehension

3x

Administer Imagine Galileo ELA and SLA benchmark assessments three times per year — fall, winter, and spring.
On-Site Comprehensive Package
• 4 in-person days, up to 8 sessions

On-Site Foundational Package
• 2 in-person days, up to 4 sessions

Webinar Comprehensive Package
• 8 virtual sessions

Webinar Foundational Package
• 4 virtual sessions

Whether your students’ first language is Spanish or English, they will benefit from this biliteracy pathway.

Actionable data for district and school administrators

Cumulative Performance Report
• Available in both Imagine Language & Literacy and Imagine Español
• View student performance and usage with a dynamic date range
• Create and save custom views of student data by grade, teacher, demographic, and more!

Biliteracy Professional Development

Equip teachers with customizable PD. All session topics are selected by customers and serve up to 40 educators.
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Advance biliteracy and cultural competency with a suite of respectful literacy and language programs for Spanish and English language development.